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QUESTION 1

Which three business users can submit a new supplier request? (Choose three.) 

A. Category Manager 

B. Supplier Administrator 

C. Catalog Administrator 

D. Warehouse Manager 

E. Self-Service Procurement user 

Correct Answer: BCE 

 

QUESTION 2

A supplier has one corporate site location and three other site locations from where they supply goods to 

your client locations. Each site must have its own contract for negotiating and they must be restricted from 

viewing each other\\'s negotiations. 

How would you configure this? 

A. by giving the Supplier Administrator role to the supplier contract 

B. by restricting supplier contract access to a specific supplier site 

C. by restricting supplier contract access to Supplier Level 

D. by giving the Procurement Agent role to the supplier contract 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Your customer wants to change the Need-by-Date of an open Purchase Order. To make this change, a Change Order is
initiated by the customer and the request is now being reviewed by the supplier. What will be the status of the Purchase
Order and the Change Order in the system? 

A. Purchase Order: Pending Supplier Acknowledgement; Change Order: Pending Supplier Acknowledgement 

B. Purchase Order: Open; Change Order: Pending Supplier Acknowledgement 

C. Purchase Order: Pending Supplier Acknowledgement; Change Order: Open 

D. Purchase Order: Open; Change Order: Open 

E. Purchase Order: Open; Change Order: New 
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Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

Oracle Cloud applications provide a set of predefined Job Roles which can be assigned to users for performing specific
activities/operations. Identify the two job roles that can be defined for Cloud Procurement users? 

A. Sourcing Project Collaborator 

B. Procurement Agent 

C. Procurement Contracts Administrator 

D. Procurement Administrator 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 5

In Oracle Transactional Business Intelligence (OTBI), which subject area should you use to report on spend for
purchase orders and their associated requisitions? 

A. Procurement – Purchasing Real Time 

B. Procurement – Procure to Pay Real Time 

C. Procurement – Spend 

D. Procurement – Requisitions Real Time 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 6

Identify two correct statements about Local area and Contextual areas in the common UI Shell. (Choose two.) 

A. Local area includes components that directly affect the Contextual area. 

B. Local area can drive the contents of the regional area and the contextual area. 

C. Local area is the main work area and typically contains the transaction form. 

D. Contextual area provides quick access to tools that support business process. 

E. Contextual area can drive the contents of the local area. 

Correct Answer: AC 

Local Area: The local area is in the center of the UI Shell where users do their work. It is the mainwork area and typically
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contains the transaction form with the menus and controls that enable users to be productive. Controls in, and the
content or state of, the local area generally affect the contents of the contextual area. Main Area: This term designates
the combination of the Local Area and the Contextual Area. Contextual Area: The contextual area is in the right-hand
pane of the UI Shell, with controls and contents that generally are affected by controls in, or the content or state of, the
local area; although in specific cases the contextual area can also affect the contents of the local area (causing a local-
area reload). References: 

http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E36909_01/fusionapps.1111/e15524/ui_impl_uishell.htm 

 

QUESTION 7

During an implementation, the Buyers will like to access the OTBI reports that are available in the Cloud Purchasing
application. Identify the way to provide them easy access to Purchasing related OTBI reports? 

A. Enable the OTBI reports in Purchasing work area 

B. Train the buyers to navigate to `Functional Setup Manager\\' to access the reports 

C. Ask the buyer to run Scheduled Process to run the OTBI reports for Purchasing 

D. Train the users to navigate to Business Intelligence applications to access the reports 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

Your customer has the following approval hierarchy: 

1. 

Role: Employee; Document: Purchase Requisition; Approval Limit: $3500 

2. 

Role: Manager; Document: Purchase Requisition; Approval Limit: $6700 

3. 

Role: Senior Manager; Document: Purchase Requisition; Approval Limit: $12000 Purchase Order requisitions are set up
with an approval method of Employee-Supervisor hierarchy and a Forward method of Direct. "Can Change Forward-To"
is set to No. An employee has created a purchase requisition with a total amount of $8200, and wants the manager to
review the requisition electronically before it is approved. 

How can this requirement be fulfilled? 

A. Advise the employee to change the Forward-To on the requisition to the manager. 

B. Advise the employee to print the requisition, scan it into an email, and then email it to the manager. 

C. Advise the manager to have the senior manager forward the requisition back to the employee before approving. 

D. Advise the employee to have the manager review the requisition via the requisition summary form before submitting
the requisition for approval. 
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Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 9

A supplier sales representative wants to track and manage their agreements and have the ability to add 

and edit catalog content for agreements online. 

Identify two duty roles that accomplish this requirement. (Choose two.) 

A. Purchase Order Changes as Supplier Duty 

B. Purchase Agreement Viewing as Supplier Duty 

C. Contract Terms Deliverables Management Duty 

D. Purchase Agreement Changes as Supplier Duty 

E. Purchase Document Analysis as Supplier Duty 

Correct Answer: CD 

C: The Contract Terms Deliverables Management Duty manages contract terms deliverables. This 

includes setting the deliverable status, adding comments, and uploading attachments. 

D:Purchase Agreement Changes as Supplier Duty performs purchase agreement change management 

tasks as a supplier. 

 

QUESTION 10

Identify the setup that allows news and information of interest to be published to suppliers through the Oracle Supplier
Portal Cloud. 

A. setting up Specify Supplier News Content in the Functional Setup Manager 

B. enabling RSS feed from a customers corporate web portal 

C. configuring the "News Broadcast" field using the `Manage Supplier\\' task 

D. enabling feed from social media sites such as Facebook, Twitter, and so on using `Manage Common Options for
Purchasing\\' 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

You created a sourcing two-stage sealed RFQ and invited five suppliers to participate. The Technical stage is
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completed and the Commercial stage is unlocked. At this time in the award negotiation section, in the Award Line you
are able to see only three supplier\\'s responses as active responses. You are not able to see the other two suppliers\\'
data in the active responses. Which two reasons are causing this? (Choose two.) 

A. Supplier responses are closed. 

B. Suppliers have entered the responses. Because the RQF is sealed, you are not able to view these two supplier\\'s
data. 

C. Suppliers were already awarded. 

D. Suppliers were not shortlisted in the Technical stage. 

E. You have entered these two suppliers\\' responses as surrogate responses by a buyer. In the Commercial stage, the
buyer has not yet entered surrogate responses. 

Correct Answer: DE 

 

QUESTION 12

Identify two features of the price break functionality provided in Blanket Purchase Agreement (BPA) document types.
(Choose two.) 

A. payment method, which supports multiple-installment payment goods or services 

B. condition-dependent reductions in price 

C. change orders affecting pricing of specific lines 

D. price increase request from a supplier through the supplier portal 

E. means to provide price discounts 

Correct Answer: BD 

Price breaks are reductions in the price of an item depending on certain conditions such as purchasing in bulk or from
acertain location. The Price Break region of the Lines page enables you to enter price break information for blanket
purchase agreement lines. As a supplier, you can also terminate an existing contract to supply items by canceling
document headers, lines,or schedules. Such cancellation request requires review and approval by the buying
organization. References: https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E48434_01/doc.1118/e49610/F1007480AN1F638.htm 

 

QUESTION 13

Identify three attributes that are considered as Reference Data Sets and shared across Business Units in Cloud
Procurement. 

A. Item 

B. Price 

C. Payment Terms 

D. Location 
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E. Tax Classification 

Correct Answer: ACD 

Reference: http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E37017_01/doc.1115/e22899/F394167AN14146.htm 

 

QUESTION 14

In supplier qualification management, you have set up overall supplier response ranking, including Display overall rank
to suppliers. 

However for some suppliers, you are not seeing any overall rank being displayed. 

What is the reason? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. Overall rank is not calculated when there are no internal cost factors. 

B. Overall rank is not calculated for suppliers with expired supplier qualification assessments. 

C. Overall rank is only calculated for those suppliers on the approved supplier list. 

D. Overall rank is not calculated for responses with partial lines or quantities. 

E. Overall rank is only calculated for spend authorized supplier responses. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 15

The business units in your organization are set up with a Client-Service Provider relationship. Requesters from the
requisition(client) business units need to utilize a blanket agreement for automatic creation of purchase orders for their
requisitions. Identify the configuration that needs to be used by the buyer who is creating the blanket agreement to be
made available to other `requisitioning business units\\' for purchases against their requisitions. 

A. Setup Profile Option: `Automatically generate orders\\' 

B. Enable flag `Automatically generate orders\\' in configure procurement business function for the procurement
business unit 

C. Enable flag `Automatically generate orders\\' in each client business unit 

D. Enable flag ``Automatically generate orders\\' in control tab of blanket purchase agreement 

E. Enable flag `Automatically generate orders\\' in the purchase order when buyer submits it 

Correct Answer: D 
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